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EVERY CRIME IS CONNECTED.BUT WHO IS PULLING THE STRINGS?THE CHILLING

THRILLER FROM THE MIND OF MILLION-COPY BESTSELLER M. J. ARLIDGEA crimewave

sweeps through the city and no-one is safe. An arson at the docks. A carjacking gone wrong. A

murder in a country park. What connects all these crimes without causes, which leave no

clues?Detective Inspector Helen Grace faces the rising tide of cases which threatens to drown

the city. But each crime is just a piece of a puzzle which is falling into place.And when it

becomes clear just how twisted and ingenious this web of crime is, D.I. Grace will realise that it

may be impossible to stop it . . .A RELENTLESS, NAIL-BITING MYSTERY FROM THE

MASTER OF THE KILLER THRILLER.* * * * *PRAISE FOR M. J. ARLIDGE AND THE HELEN

GRACE THRILLERS'Chilling' THE TIMES'Gripping' SUNDAY MIRROR'Addictive'

EXPRESS'Truly excellent' THE SUN'Amazing' RICHARD MADELEY'Mesmerizing' LISA

GARDNER'Chills to the bone' DAILY MAIL'This is going to be as big as Jo Nesbo' JUDY

FINNIGAN'Helen Grace is one of the greatest heroes to come along in years' JEFFERY

DEAVER
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Truth or Dare: A relentless page-turner from the master of the killer thriller, Fatal Witness: The

unmissable new Erika Foster crime thriller!, One for Sorrow: The new heart-stopping, page-

turning crime thriller for 2022

G. H. Cangahuala, “Fast-paced, excellent thriller. I am just floored that M.J. Arlidge continues to

write consistently outstanding novels, ten books into this series. There is no sign of weakening,

and I am thankful for it!In 'Truth or Dare" DI Helen Grace (truly the most awesome, badass law

enforcement officer ever) finds herself dealing with a sudden rash of seemingly random

murders, while continuing to battle her media nemesis Emilia Garanita and deal with the

unpleasant situation with DS Joseph Hudson. I was wondering how all of this stuff was going to

resolve, and I was not disappointed. I loved the ending and cannot WAIT for #11!(Note to

readers new to this series: Read the books in order so you can get the full picture.)”

SCA, “Arlidge strikes again!. Another blistering DI Grace novel. I loved it. Gripping to the end.

Can't wait for the next adventure.  Arlidge is a masterclass.”

TeresaNik, “Another great instalment in this series. DI Helen Grace returns once again and is

trying, with the help of her team, to uncover the reason for the sudden spate of murders that

are sweeping through Southampton, with no apparent link it is proving difficult for the team to

solve, but Helen knows that they must exhaust every possible lead to bring the killer (or killers)

to justice before another life is taken, this would be a lot easier without the issue of growing

unrest within her team, but Helen is determined to crack the case and keep her job at the same

time.Matthew Arlidge is back with his 10th in the series and this one hits the ground running,

Helen Grace is her usual insubordinate self, fighting crime and members of her team that

appear to be turning against her, I really felt for Helen this time and despised the disrespect

shown by members of her team and her nemesis, Emilia Garanita. Truth or Dare is a fast

paced, tense and action packed read, with lots of very shady characters, that had me racing

through the pages at top speed and kept me guessing throughout. This one, like the others,

can be read as a standalone, but if you want to understand the backgrounds and relationships

of the characters then I suggest you start at the beginning of the series. Another brilliant

instalment which I highly recommend.”



Linda S. Dimezza, “Love Helen Grace!. Just finished the new Helen Grace book, Truth or Dare,

and once again, M. J. Arlidge does not disappoint. The story has so many twists and turns and

you find yourself trying to decide where it it leading you and if you are on the right track. Helen

is one of the best characters in this genre. She has that "gut instinct" that she follows and is

always right. I could not figure out who the killer was until late in the book and then I was

floored. This killer is truly evil. Helen, not swayed by the other false suggestions by members of

her team, knows that this is a most unusual case. Once of the most satisfying parts of the story

is how Helen is right and Hudson, trying to take Helen down, is destroyed. And Emilia having to

eat crow was wonderful, however, I would love to see Helen take her down completely because

she deserves it. The ending was a real jaw dropper! And now the long wait until the next one!

Another great story by this amazing author. Thank you, M. J. Arlidge, for a great read and the

time spent enjoying it!”

Jennifer Howe, “Excellent!. His best Helen Grace novel, yet. I can't wait for the next one.”

marj Venmore, “Wow it absolutely awsome. I have been addicted to the Helen Grace series

from the first book I read and trust me when I have said I have read every single book. It’s nail

biting, on the edge of your seat reading from first starting the book… Again another powerful

book that literally none stop with so many twists you don’t honest know where the book is

going to take you next. What a slime ball of a ex boyfriend to be working with, Hudson, he’s a

know all see it all fit you up cop to better his future. But more Shocked at peters for listening to

him. With that I will not say more as I genuinely do not want to give any spoilers away. Do not

hesitate in buying this book. I will guarantee you will be going out the get the others. To see

what Helen Grace as been up to from book one. It’s a real bone biting of a book one that I

personally would recommend to everyone I can not wait until the next. Still many unanswered

questions left. Helen Grace is a formidable police officer, although tends not to go by the book,

yet she gets results most time. Buy it you will not go wrong.”

Denis Reed, “Nerve shredding tension!(BUT read All Fall Down first!!). Arlidge really ramps up

the tension on this one.Good story which holds up right to the finish-and then sets the scene

for a sequel.I'll be awaiting that eagerly.Footnote:If you haven't read it, read All Fall Down

before you read this-a significant character links both and it is off putting trying to 'read in

reverse' as I had to while already knowing how it would play out.”

Zoe Williamson, “Another great instalment to the Helen Grace series!. After the last Helen

Grace book I had been waiting for Truth or Dare full of excitement and anticipation and this

book did not disappoint!I have yet to find an M J Arlidge book that I don't like; the writing style,

the characters, the plots, and the imaginative murders being investigated all keep you gripped

from the very beginning and are not to be missed.I thoroughly enjoyed where Truth or Dare led

me, and the extraordinary way in which the murders took place but I must give a special

mention to the ending itself, without any spoilers! Simply put, I was on the edge of my seat,

ignoring everything and everyone around me, with my jaw wide open during the last

chapter.Now I am waiting with excitement and anticipation (again!) for the next instalment of

this 5 star series  andBuy it, you won't be disappointed.”

The book by M. J. Arlidge has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,215 people have provided feedback.
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